Are YOU ready for the SAT?
Enroll now to receive a $50 discount!

We are pleased to offer our exceptional SAT prep courses at a discount to you this spring!* We’ve successfully helped many thousands of greater Seattle area students get the test scores they want and need – for over 32 years!

Here’s what you can expect to find in our test prep program:

• **Expert instruction.** Coaching students for the SAT (and ACT) is what we do professionally. You can count on receiving effective, dynamic, and personalized instruction.

• **Small classes.** Classes are kept small to ensure you get the individualized attention you need and deserve.

• **Up-to-date course materials.** Students receive comprehensive materials including a course text, math review book, and course manual. We work exclusively with actual tests and test questions.

• **Valuable test taking strategies.** We teach essential strategies and shortcuts to help you maximize both your time and your test scores.

• **Practice, exposure, and feedback.** Lots of guided practice to learn critical content and pacing strategies is necessary. Students greatly value our feedback and hand-scored essays each week.

Mazor Test Prep is committed to helping you reach your potential. Our courses are full of vital strategies that lead to major score improvements for most students. We also offer outstanding private tutoring services. We’d love to help you prepare for your test!

Here’s what students and parents are saying about our course:

“It was really helpful and made me confident about taking the test.”
“It helped enormously!”
“I LOVED my test prep! I got so much more comfortable with the SAT and learned A LOT.”
“It was helpful, enjoyable, my scores improved!!!”
“I learned lots of useful strategies.”
“It was excellent.”
“I loved it. It helped a ton!”
“Very solid course and very effective.”

“We feel extremely fortunate that we found this course! The practice, repetition, and test taking techniques taught in the class along with the confidence and calmness provided by the mock SAT environment proved to be invaluable. **My son Sam earned a perfect score on the SAT.** Looking at his early practice scores, this was a substantial (440 point) improvement.”

(206) 632-TEST (8378)  www.mazortestprep.com

* new registration only